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Mass Mutual Agrees To Buy MetLife Retail Adviser
Network:  
 
According to a recent announcement, Mass Mutual will purchase
MetLife's advisor-force and broker-dealer.  Documents filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission indicate the selling
price is $300 million. The retail distribution operation has about
40 local sales and advisory operations and approximately 4,000
advisors across the country.  As part of the contract, Mass Mutual
and MetLife have entered into a product agreement, under which
MetLife's US retail business will be the exclusive developer of
certain annuities to be issued by Mass Mutual.  To learn more
about the announcement, click here.

Principal Financial Introduces Agribusiness
Solutions:   

Principal has recently introduced a new marketing program
specifically designed for agribusiness solutions. Whether your
client raises livestock, farms row crops, owns an orchard or other
form of agribusiness, they have the same concerns as traditional
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business owners: estate planning, business continuation,
business strategies, and retirement planning.  Because 30% of
businesses survive to the second generation, 10% survive to the
third, and only 4% survive to the fourth generation, clients in the
agribusiness need financial guidance.  Principal has designed a
unique marketing material specific for the agribusiness client.  To
learn more about their agribusiness approach, please click
here. To sign up for the agribusiness webinar, click here.
 

Symetra Introduces the UL-G Chronic Illness Dual Solution:
 
The Chronic Illness Dual Solution is unique to Symetra's UL-G
policy.  The Dual Solution allows an insured to receive a
combination of a lump sum benefit (basic Chronic Illness rider)
and a monthly benefit (Chronic Illness Plus rider) at the same
time.  With the built in Chronic Illness rider (no cost),  up to 50%
of the death benefit can be accelerated in a lump sum
payment to a maximum of $500,000.  For an additional cost--
equal to approximately 10% of premium--the Chronic Illness Plus
Rider will provide a monthly indemnity benefit--equal to 2% of the
available death benefit--to an IRS monthly per diem (2016
maximum - $10,200), with overloan protection.  Both policies are
triggered if there is the loss of 2 of 6 ADL's or a cognitive
impairment. This product provides guaranteed death protection
and the opportunity to stack two chronic riders on top of each
other to provide a significant amount of chronic benefit.  An LTC
license is not required. To view an illustration, please click here.
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